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 るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャ ヶレヘャや ヮΒィヲわャや 

ラゅエわョや るΑゅヰル メヱΕや ヶシやケギャや モダヘャや -    ノシゅわャや ブダヤャ2021  /2022 
わハゅシ :リョゴャや    るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや :ヶシやケギャや メゅイヨャや ラゅ 

 
( :り¬やゲボャや れやキゲヘヨャや–  ゆゅバΒわシΙや¬ヱゲボヨャや/  ギハやヲボャや :るよゅわムャや– ゲΒらバわャや ヶよゅわムャや ) 

 
Marks) 60( Total Marks 
arks)MReading (30  -I 

)14 Marks( Vocabulary -A 
)arksM 8=  2x4: ( a,b,c and d correct answer fromhoose the Ca)  

1- ……………gases are very harmful for people with breathing problems. 
  
     a- Cracked                b- Significant           c- Annual               d- Toxic  

 
2- People come to Kuwait ………………. a better job and better life conditions. 
      
     a- suffocating          b- seeking                 c- regarding          d- consisting     

 
3- It is always nice to express your………..to your family for their love and support. 

 
     a- expedition         b- literature                c- gratitude          d- habitat   

 
4- The manager expresses his …………….to the good work done by his employees. 
     
     a- wilderness        b- reputation               c- fusion               d- appreciation  

         
)arksM 6=  ½4 x 1( :below from the listmost suitable word  spaces theFill in the b)  

 
seriously  /  document   /  obviously  /   emit  / accompany 

 
5- Work hard and take the business seriously in order to succeed in it. 

 
 
6- This machine is still broken, obviously you don’t know how to fix it. 

 
 
7- Many people document happy moments, so that they can have beautiful memories. 

 
 
8-Chimneys on top of factories emit a lot of smoke leading to air pollution. 
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  ヶプ るよゅィΗや ァクヲヨル6  れゅエヘタ 



                     
 るよゅィま ァクヲヨル  ラゅエわョや モダヘャや るΑゅヰル メヱΕや ヶシやケギャや2021/ 2022 - ブダャや や ノシゅわャや-るエヘダャや  るΒルゅんャや 

(16 marks) Reading Comprehension:-B 
:below Read the following passage then answer the questions 

          
            Many people who are looking to get a pet dog get a puppy. There are many reasons 
why people get puppies. After all, puppies are cute, friendly, and playful. There are good 
reasons why you should think of getting an adult dog instead. When you get a puppy, you 

make sure that the puppy is housebroken so that it does not and  behavemust teach it how to 
not to jump up on your guests or chew on  itteach  house andgo to the bathroom inside the 

your shoes. You must train the puppy to walk on a leash. This is a lot of work.  
        On the other hand, when you get an adult dog, there is a good chance that it will 
already know how to do all the previously mentioned things. Puppies also have a lot of 
energy and want to play all the time. This can be fun, but you might not want to play as 
much as your puppy does. Puppies will not always sleep through the night or let you relax 
as you watch television. On the other hand, most adult dogs will wait for you to play with 
them. What is more, they will sleep when you are sleeping and are happy to watch 
television on the couch right beside you. So, if you are looking to get a dog for a pet, you 
should think about getting an adult dog.  

 
                                 )arksM 2x 2 = 1 6(  d :  andc b ,  from a , answerbest ) Choose the a

     
9- The best title for this passage is……………………………………… 

 
      a- Watching Television    
      b- Cute Puppies 
      c- An adult dog or A Puppy  
      d- Teaching Rules 

 
means:paragraph  st1) in the (behaveThe underlined word  -01 

 
      a- act 
      b- listen  
      c- sleep 
      d- relax 
  

refers to:paragraph   st1 in the )it(word The underlined  -11 
 
      a- the house    
      b- the bathroom    
      c- the puppy     
      d- an adult dog   
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12- To get a puppy, you should………….. 
  
      a- tell your guests.   
      b- teach it  not to jump on guests 
      c- put a couch right beside you.    

    .too n adult dogathink about getting  -d      
 
13- All the following statements are TURE EXCEPT: 

 
     a- Puppies have a lot of energy.  
     b- Puppies need a lot of attention.  
     c- Adult dogs wait for you to play. 
     d- Adult dogs like to chew on your shoes.   

 
14- The purpose of the writer is to……… 

 
      a- convince us to get an adult dog.  
      b- explain how to teach an adult dog. 
      c- show that puppies are cute and friendly.  
      d- ask you to relax as you watch television. 

 
 

)arksM =4 2x  2(  questions:Answer the following b)  
15. Why is it easier to take care of an adult dog than a puppy? 

 
    An adult dog has less energy than a puppy does.    
     
16- What do you prefer an adult dog or a puppy? Why? 

 
                              Ss. answer 

 
(Any reasonable answer related to the passage is accepted.) 
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)Marks 30Writing ( -II 
arks)M14 Grammar (-A 

 
)arksM 8  = 2x 4( dand from a,b,c  a) Choose the correct answer 

 
sent an email to my brother……………lives in Australia.I  -71 

     
      a- which                              b- who                      c- whose                d- where 

 
18- The teacher ………………. publish the best report in the school magazine.  

 
      a- will                               b- going to                   c- is                      d- has  

 
19- I ……………………drink coffee very often. 

 
      a-haven’t                          b-didn’t                      c-wasn’t                 d- don't   

 
20- ………………..did you go on your last summer holiday? 

 
  Why-d                   nWhe -c                 Where -b                             What -a      

 
 

)arksM 6=  2× 3between brackets: ( nDo as showb)   
 
21- If she trained very well, she would win the world cup.             (Complete)                    
                   

 
22-My friend is taking swimming lessons weekly.                      (Change into passive) 
       Swimming lessons are being taken weekly ( by my friend). 

 
23-My little brother (eat) too many sweets yesterday evening.      (Correct the verb) 
                       ate 
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 Marks) 61( Writing -B 
Travelling to different countries is a useful experience. 

Plan and write an e-mail of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) to your friend 
telling her / him about a country you would like to visit in the spring holiday. 

 
of the country. favourite placesInformation and  Paragraph: stThe 1 

The reasons for choosing this country. Paragraph: ndThe 2 
  
Your writing should include: (a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion)  

 
Writing plan (2 Marks) 
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)arksM (14 The Topic 

 
To: ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
From: …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Subject: ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................... 
….............................................................................................................................................. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 
 

End of Questions. 
Good luck 
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Total Punctuation Handwriting Spelling  Grammar paragraphing 
 number of 
sentences 

Exposition 
of ideas 
and 
coherence  

Planning(graphic  
Organizers/ mind 
mapping) 

 
  

16 1 1 2 1 2 7 2 
  

        
 


